Context. The asteroseismic exploitation of long period, g-mode hot B subdwarf pulsators (sdBV s ), undermined so far by limitations associated with ground-based observations, has now become possible, thanks to high quality data obtained from space such as those recently gathered with the CoRoT (COnvection, ROtation, and planetary Transits) satellite. Aims. We propose a detailed seismic analysis of the sdBV s star KPD 0629-0016, the first compact pulsator monitored with CoRoT, using the g-mode pulsations recently uncovered by that space-borne observatory during short run SRa03. Methods. We use a forward modeling approach on the basis of our latest sdB models, which are now suitable for the accurate computation of the g-mode pulsation properties. The simultaneous match of the independent periods observed in KPD 0629-0016 with those of the models leads objectively to the identification of the pulsation modes and, more importantly, to the determination of the structural and core parameters of the star.
Introduction
The asteroseismic exploitation of long period, g-mode hot B subdwarf pulsators (sdBV s ) has been a long sought objective that was undermined, thus far, by the difficulty of obtaining sufficiently precise and continuous time-series data from the ground (see, e.g., Randall et al. 2006) . Time-series photometry from space appears to be the only means for gathering wellconstrained asteroseismic data for this type of star. The sdBV s stars are found in the cooler (T eff < ∼ 30 000 K) and less compact (log g < ∼ 5.6) region in the effective temperature-surface gravity plane occupied by hot B subdwarfs. The latter cover the ranges of T eff = 20 000−40 000 K and log g = 5.0−6.2, and are core-helium burning objects occupying the Extreme Horizontal Branch (EHB). Because the g-modes in hot B subdwarfs propagate mostly in the deep core (Charpinet et al. 2000) , it has been hoped ever since their discovery (Green et al. 2003 ) that
The CoRoT space mission, launched on December 27th 2006, has been developped and is operated by CNES, with the contribution of Austria, Belgium, Brasil, ESA, Germany, and Spain. the long-period pulsating B subdwarfs would reveal the internal structure of the deepest regions in stars of this type, including the thermonuclear furnace.
KPD 0629-0016 is one of the rare sdB stars identified in the CoRoT field with a confirmed pulsational nature (Koen & Green 2007) . It was consequently selected as the primary target for the third short run in the Galactic anticenter direction (SRa03) scheduled in March 2010. The results of the ∼24 day long outstanding CoRoT photometric observations are presented in Charpinet et al. (2010) . A total of 17 gravity-type pulsations are clearly identified in the Fourier spectrum, with periods ranging from 2600 to 10 500 s and amplitudes between 0.25% and 0.024% of the mean star brightness (43.2 to 4.2 times the local noise level). In addition, seven possible peaks emerge with amplitudes in the range 0.020% and 0.024% (3.6−4.0 times the local noise). This CoRoT observation provides more modes than are typically detected for sdB stars from the ground and, more importantly, the frequencies of all uncovered g-modes are reliably measured. This paves the way for a detailed seismic analysis of KPD 0629-0016. In this article, we report on the results of such an analysis, only the second one exploiting g-modes in A&A 524, A63 (2010) Fig. 1 . Left panel: model fit (heavy curve) to all the hydrogen and strong helium lines (thin curve) available in our high S /N, low-resolution optical spectrum of KPD 0629-0016. The fit was done using a 3D grid of NLTE synthetic spectra (T eff , log g, log N(He)/N(H)), in which the abundances of C, N, O, S, Si, and Fe were held fixed at amounts consistent with Blanchette et al. (2008) . Right panel: similar, but for our intermediate-resolution MMT spectrum.
hot B subdwarfs after the very recent study of Van Grootel et al. (2010) on a similar object.
Atmospheric parameters from spectroscopy
Independent spectroscopic estimates for T eff and log g are essential constraints for lifting degeneracies encountered in seismic analyses of sdB pulsators (Charpinet et al. 2005) . As part of a long-term program to characterize hot B subdwarfs in general, we had gathered a first spectrum of KPD 0629-0016 on 2002 September 26 using the Multiple Mirror Telescope on Mount Hopkins, Arizona. This spectrum, obtained with a total exposure time of 1000 s covers the wavelength range from ∼4000 to ∼5000 Å with a mean resolution of 1.05 Å and S /N∼75. A mean spectrum was also built from eight low resolution (9.1 Å) spectra obtained with the Steward Observatory 2.3 m Bok Telescope from 2002 October 7 to 2003 November 30. This mean spectrum shows a high sensitivity (S /N ∼ 310) and covers the spectral range from ∼3600 to ∼6900 Å. While the Bok mean spectrum is a true time-averaged measurement, this is not the case for the MMT data. Nevertheless, the amplitudes of the oscillations are so small (0.25% for the largest amplitude mode; Charpinet et al. 2010 ) that the MMT spectrum can still be considered as a useful indicator of the mean effective temperature and surface gravity.
We analyzed these two spectra with the help of new grids of NLTE model atmospheres and synthetic spectra developed for studying hot subdwarfs of the B and O types. These models were constructed with the public codes TLUSTY and SYNSPEC. In this application, we chose a representative heavy-element composition inspired from Blanchette et al. (2008) . These authors used FUSE spectroscopy and suitable NLTE model spectra to determine the abundances of several astrophysically important elements in the atmospheres of five typical long-period pulsating sdB stars very similar to KPD 0629-0016. On the basis of their results, we assumed atmospheres containing C (1/10 solar), N (solar), O (1/10 solar), Si (1/10 solar), S (solar), and Fe (solar). Figure 1 shows the best fits we have obtained. Weighted means of the two sets of atmospheric parameters according to their formal errors lead to the following estimates for KPD 0629-0016: T eff = 26 484 ± 196 K, log g = 5.473 ± 0.027, and log N(He)/N(H) = −2.789 ± 0.041. The quoted uncertainties are only formal errors of the fits and do not include systematic effects, which remain difficult to evaluate. These values of the atmospheric parameters have been used to guide the search for a seismic solution within a region of parameter space consistent with a 3σ uncertainty range in effective temperature and surface gravity. To provide a measure of the effects of metals, we have refitted our two spectra using equivalent models with no metals. The weighted means now come out as T eff = 26 973 ± 251 K, log g = 5.494 ± 0.030, and log N(He)/N(H) = −2.758 ± 0.044, indicating that the presence of metals (at least in the amounts assumed) is not a critical issue in the determination of the atmospheric parameters of KPD 0629-0016.
Asteroseismic analysis

Models and method
The forward modeling approach developed to perform objective asteroseismic studies of sdB pulsators has been described in detail in Charpinet et al. (2005 Charpinet et al. ( , 2008 . The basic principle is to fit simultaneously all observed pulsation periods with theoretical ones calculated from sdB models, in order to minimize in parameter space a merit function defined by
where N obs is the number of observed periods and {P i obs , P i th } are the associated pairs of observed/computed periods. Efficient optimization codes have been developed to explore the vast model parameter space and find the minima of the merit function S 2 , which constitute the potential asteroseismic solutions. The results of this procedure are the mode identification and, more importantly, the structural parameters of the star.
In order to carry out quantitative seismology of g-mode pulsators, we developed "third-generation" (3G) models, suitable for the accurate evaluation of the g-mode pulsation periods. These are complete stellar structures in thermal equilibrium that include a detailed description of the central regions. Details about our 3G models are given in Brassard & Fontaine (2008 . The input parameters needed to characterize a 3G model are (1) the total stellar mass M * , (2) the fractional mass of the outer hydrogen-rich envelope log (M env /M * ), (3) the fractional mass of the mixed convective core log (1 − M core /M * ), and (4) the chemical composition of the core (under the constraint X(He) + X(C) + X(O) = 1). These static parameterized structures offer much needed flexibility over evolutionary models for thoroughly exploring parameter space.
The effective temperature T eff and surface gravity log g are computed a posteriori for a given 3G model. We then incorporate the atmospheric parameters determined by spectroscopy as external constraints in the optimization procedure for the search of a best-fit model. Only those models that have atmospheric parameter values within 3σ of the spectroscopic estimates are considered acceptable, thus ensuring consistency with spectroscopy. In the specific case of KPD 0629-0016, acceptable solutions have to fall in the ranges of parameters defined by T eff = 26 484 ± 588 K and log g = 5.473 ± 0.123. Note that there is no guarantee, a priori, that a good period match exists within these constraints.
Search for the optimal model
The present seismic analysis is based on the frequencies uncovered by Charpinet et al. (2010) and presented in their Table 1 . We selected the frequencies with amplitudes above or equal to 4 times the local noise level. Two out of these 20 pulsations, namely f 10 and u 1 , are very close to the higher amplitude peaks f 1 and f 16 and were consequently left aside. It is not clear at this stage if these close frequencies are associated with components of multiplets split by slow rotation (which is the usual case for single sdB stars) or with residual structure from the prewhitening of a dominant frequency whose amplitude and/or phase experienced significant changes during the run. This is not critical for the present analysis and we decided to ignore them, leaving 18 pulsation modes that can be safely assumed to be independent, while still providing enough modes to tightly constrain the asteroseismic solution. Finally, the additional pulsation modes u 3 to u 6 (with amplitudes between 3.6 and 3.8 times the local noise) are neglected in the asteroseismic analysis that follows. We will discuss below how these additional frequencies may be interpreted and compared to the theoretical periods of the optimal model solution uncovered.
The search for best-fit solutions was carried out in a domain defined by 0.30 ≤ M * /M ≤ 0.70, −5.0 ≤ log q(H) ≡ log (M env /M * ) ≤ −1.8, −0.45 ≤ log q(core) ≡ log (1 − M core /M * ) ≤ −0.10 and 0 ≤ X core (C+O) ≤ 0.99, where X core (C+O) is the fractional part (in mass) of carbon and oxygen in the convective core 1 . The ranges considered for log q(H) and M * rely on predictions from various hot subdwarf formation scenarios (see Han et al. 2002 Han et al. , 2003 , whereas the limits on the size of the core are loosely inspired by horizontal branch stellar evolutionary calculations (Dorman et al. 1993) . We considered all modes of degrees = 1 and 2 in the 2500 − 10 650 s period range in order to match the 18 pulsation periods retained for our analysis. These limits on the degree correspond to the minimum value that can fully explain the observed mode density. No other assumption on the mode identification has been imposed.
The optimization code spotted one clear family of solutions with a minimum value of S 2 corresponding to the following model: M * = 0.4711 M , log q(H) = −2.424, log q(core) = −0.269 and X core (C+O) = 0.407. The computed atmospheric parameters for this model are T eff = 26 290 K and log g = 5.450, in excellent agreement with the spectroscopic estimates, i.e, within the 1σ averaged uncertainties (see Sect. 2). The maps shown in Fig. 2 the best-fit seismic solution. In both panels, the merit function S 2 incorporates the spectroscopic constraints on atmospheric parameters, namely, an exponential correction factor multiplies the merit function if the model effective temperature and surface gravity are outside the averaged 3σ spectroscopic uncertainties. This degrades in effect the S 2 value of the model, and corresponds to regions in red in Fig. 2. 
Period fit and mode identification
The details on the fit of the observed periods P obs to the theoretical values P th are given in Table 1. The table also lists along with the mode identification (degree and radial order k) the logarithm of the kinetic energy log E and the dimensionless Ledoux coefficient C kl . The optimal model isolated for KPD Fig. 3 . Distribution of the 18 observed periods of KPD 0629-0016 compared to the = 1 and = 2 g-mode theoretical pulsation spectrum of the optimal model. The radial order k of the computed modes is indicated for each series of degree .
0629-0016 can account for the 18 observed pulsations to within 0.23%, which corresponds to an averaged absolute dispersion of ΔP = 11.75 s and Δν = 0.53 μHz. The standard deviations on these quantities are 7.67 s and 0.41 μHz respectively. This excellent agreement, graphically represented in Fig. 3 , is comparable to the best results obtained on p-mode sdB pulsators, and is equivalent to the fit quality achieved for the g-mode pulsator KPD 1943+4058 (Van Grootel et al. 2010) . The 18 observed periods retained in our analysis are identified as low-degree ( = 1 and 2), intermediate-order (k = −9 through −74) g-modes.
The presence of excited pulsation modes in sdB stars is understood by the action of a κ-effect associated with an opacity bump caused by partial ionization of heavy metals -especially iron -that are locally enhanced by radiative levitation at work in the envelope (Charpinet et al. 2001; Fontaine et al. 2003 ). Although our current models fairly well match the instability strip observed for the short-period p-mode pulsators, there is a well known discrepancy for the g-mode pulsators that remains to be solved (Charpinet et al. 2007) . Beyond iron, the importance of nickel for the opacity profiles, as well as the opacity sources themselves (OPAL vs. OP), have been underlined by Jeffery & Saio (2006 ; see also Hu et al. 2009 ). It is likely that the radiative levitation of at least nickel, in addition to iron, has to be included in our next generation of sdB models (which we currently work on) in order to evaluate more accurately the stability of the modes and reconcile the theoretical and observed g-mode instability domain.
It is interesting to see how the additional frequencies may be compared to the theoretical periods of the seismic model. The pulsation modes u 3 , u 4 and u 6 (with amplitudes between 3.6 and 3.8 times the local noise) can find a corresponding mode in the = 1 and = 2 series without significantly degrading the fit (see details in Table 1 ). The left-aside f 10 , u 1 and u 5 frequencies could possibly be associated with the ( , k) = (2,−34), (2,−60) and (4,−45) modes respectively, but their origins are uncertain given their proximity to higher amplitude peaks. Better resolution data would definitely provide more information about them. Table 2 summarizes the properties of KPD 0629-0016 inferred from the spectroscopic and seismic analyses. The quoted 1σ uncertainties are the formal errors of the fit and do not include external and systematic errors. In particular, they assume perfect input physics for the models. These uncertainties are represented in Fig. 2 by white dashed contours (1σ, 2σ and 3σ limits, assuming that the S 2 has a chi-squared distribution) around the solution indicated by a yellow mark. The uncertainties on the derived atmospheric parameters T eff and log g are obtained from the uncertainties of the primary quantities. A set of secondary parameters (stellar radius R, luminosity L, absolute magnitude M V , reddening index E(B − V), and distance from Earth d) is also derived on the basis of primary parameters.
Structural and core parameters
The structural parameters inferred for KPD 0629-0016 indicate a "typical" sdB star, whose stellar mass and envelope thickness are close to the expected values for hot B subdwarfs (Dorman et al. 1993a; Han et al. 2002 Han et al. , 2003 . The most interesting feature is the determination of the helium-burning core properties, including size and composition, thanks to the sensitivity of g-modes to the deep regions of the star. The mixed convective core (whose boundary is defined by the chemical transition He/C/O−He) includes 46% of the total mass of the star, after it has burned a little over 40% of its helium nuclear fuel. This size is slightly above the expectations based on evolutionary tracks with pure convective core defined by the Schwarzschild criterion (Dorman et al. 1993a) . Van Grootel et al. (2010) also found the same in a different star. This may be an indication of the presence of overshooting and/or semi-convection, or any process that is able to carry out the (C+O) material beyond the convection zone itself. One of our long-term goals is to test the convection-related theories in hot B subdwarfs (Dorman et al. 1993b; Straniero et al. 2003) . Finally, a comparison with an evolutionary sequence built on the same input physics for a star with similar structural and core parameters (including a moderate mechanical overshooting) indicates an age of 42.6 ± 1.0 Myr after the zero-age extreme horizontal branch.
Conclusion
This article reported on the detailed asteroseismic analysis of the long-period, g-mode hot B subdwarf pulsator KPD 0629-0016. This has been made possible thanks to the outstanding light curve obtained by CoRoT in March 2010. For only the second time (see Van Grootel et al. 2010) , a successful seismic analysis of a sdBV s star has been carried out. In both cases, space observations have proven essential for the exploitation of g-mode seismology for this type of star. This new era in hot B subdwarfs seismology permits us the investigation of heliumburning cores -including their size and composition -along with the determination of structural parameters of the star. Our results suggest that overshooting and semiconvection are important processes that shape the helium-burning cores. Since all helium-burning cores share very similar characteristics, pulsating B subdwarfs are excellent probes of the interior properties of horizontal branch stars in general, an intermediate and underrated stage of stellar evolution.
